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Open Roads wins contract to design and deploy a major ITS component to 

enhance West Virginia’s Advanced Transportation Management System 

Chesapeake, Virginia—Open Roads Consulting Inc., the leading provider of innovative Intelligent 

Transportation Systems (ITS), was awarded the contract to deploy the automated Incident response module to 

West Virginia Division of Highways’ Advanced Transportation Management System (ATMS). 

Open Roads designed and deployed a statewide ATMS solution—OpenTMS, the most fully-featured and easy-to-

use off-the-shelf ATMS solution on the market, enabling intelligent and automated transportation operations. 

OpenTMS is the backbone of the West Virginia Division of Highways’ (WVDOH) statewide ITS program since 

2008. The modular and extensible architecture of the OpenTMS platform will seamlessly incorporate the 

automated incident response module to the core system. 

The addition of the automated incident management and response planning tool is offered through the use of 

a business rules engine (expert system) that determines which Dynamic Message Signs need be activated, 

what messages should be posted and which external agencies or personnel need to be notified.  The system 

provides an immediate list of nearby CCTV video feeds that allow for real-time visual monitoring of the Incident. 

Bruce Kenney, ITS Coordinator and Systems Management Engineer at WVDOH said “The Open Roads ATMS is a 

key element of the WVDOH’s strategy to manage one of the most diverse transportation systems in the nation.  

In a state that includes major multimodal hubs, intensely rural terrain, significant national freight corridors and 

the DC suburbs, WVDOH needed a strong partner with proven enterprise solutions.  Open Roads has been 

partnering with West Virginia to design and establish an ITS program that meets our immediate needs as well 

as future requirements. The deployment of the automated incident response system is a perfect example of 

our ITS program moving forward in a modular fashion.” 

Founded in 2000, Open Roads is a leader in providing innovative Intelligent Transportation Systems and 

Critical Asset Protection Solutions to federal, state, and local government clients. Open Roads’ mission-critical 

systems are deployed in more than 30 operations centers across the United States, Europe and the Pacific 

Rim. Please visit us at www.openroadsconsulting.com. 
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